OSVP-302410
30" H x 24" W x 10" D Small Outdoor Enclosure

General

Weight
- 35 Lbs. / SVP and 45 Lbs. / SBP

Doors
- Sealed with .875" aluminum filled gaskets
- Filtered vent louvers

Material
- .125" Alumiflex™
- RF properties: Non-ferrous

Vents
- Poly Filtered for Air Intake
- Screen Filter for Exhaust

Plate
- Inside Removable Aluminum Plate 28" H x 22" W

Mounting Tabs
- Top Tab: 5"
- Bottom Tab: 3"
- 2 - .5" holes in each for mounting

Fan
- 115V AC Muffin Fan w/ Adjustable Thermostat (SBP Model Only)

Heater
- 300 Watt Flex Heater Installed (SBP Model Only)

Features
- 110 CFM 110V Fan Kit with Thermostat
- 300 Watt Flex Heater (On 45, Off 55)

Racking Specifications

Standard
- Removable Inside Aluminum Back Plate

Ratings

NEMA Class Types available
- Class 250 Type 4

Paint Tested
- 1000 Hour salt spray
- 1000 Hour immersion

Exterior Cabinet Dimensions

Main Body
- Height: 30"
- Width: 24"
- Depth: 10"